Introduction

I contend that National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 805 (Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection for Light Water Reactor Electric Generating Plants [2001 Edition])
was written as a riskinformed, performance-based standard intended for use after a risk-informed, performance-based fire protection program had been established. 3 It was not specifically intended to be the mechanism by which this transition took place, although it clearly offered guidance that could be used in this regard. Adopting 1 This paper was prepared by a former employee of the U.S. NRC. The views presented do not nor ever did represent an official NRC position, only those of the author. The author was the first to receive a PhD in nuclear engineering based on a thesis specifically related to fire PRA in power plants (Gallucci, 1980 , "A Methodology for Evaluating the Probability for Fire Loss of Nuclear Power Plant Safety Functions" [Doctoral Thesis], Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY; Gallucci and Hockenbury, 1981, "Fire-Induced Loss of Nuclear Power Plant Safety Functions," Nuclear Engineering and Design 64:135-147) and worked for over 35 years in nuclear risk, reliability and safety analysis under both governmental and commercial auspices. I was hired at the NRC in 2003 as the expert in fire PRA for the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and participated in the NFPA-805 program from the start of the pilot process in 2005 until, by mutual agreement with NRC management, I was "phased out" in mid-2014. The perspectives here cover that approximately nine-year time period, with some extended time specific to issues discussed in Appendices II and III that stemmed from this earlier time period. 2 The term "effective" conveys that some changes only may have "seemingly" reduced risk. If such changes were prompted by questionable risk-reduction credits such as those cited later in this paper related to two of the Frequently Asked Questions, then perhaps actual risk-reduction changes that could have been made were not. Nonetheless, the plant did not become "less safe," but just missed an opportunity to become "safer," a consequence of the problems with "risk-deformed regulation" presented in this paper. 3 There was more than just semantics to the commonly used phrase "transition to NFPA 805." The choice of preposition ("to") was significant by implying that NFPA 805 was the endpoint of the transition, not the means by which it was accomplished. If NFPA 805 had been intended as the vehicle for transition, a preposition such as "through," "via" or "under" would have been appropriate. This subtlety was never appreciated. transition, not during. Nonetheless, the NRC arbitrarily chose this to apply during transition, not recognizing, or else choosing to overlook, the complications that would ensue.
First, consider that the guidance in RG 1.174 was intended for "use of PRA findings and risk insights in support of licensee requests for changes to a plant's licensing basis." Also, in SECY-97-287 (Final Regulatory Guidance on Risk-Informed Regulation Policy Issues [December 12, 1997] ), the NRC Executive Director for Operations stated that the "set of regulatory guides [including RG 1.174] … describe how probabilistic risk assessment should be used in a risk-informed process to change those portions of the current licensing basis …" Though the terms "change" and "portions" were somewhat subjective, one reasonable interpretation of these was that they implied that RG 1.174 was to be used not to replace in full an entire licensing basis, such as a fire protection program, but only to make relatively small perturbations to an existing licensing basis. Under this interpretation, this translated into NFPA-805's citing of RG 1.174 as an example approach for use with a post-established fire protection program, not for the transition itself.
However, because entrenched elements within the NRC rejected institution of a "total risk" safety goal in favor of the RG-1.174 "delta-risk" philosophy, the agency forced RG 1.174 to be used as the sole determiner for risk-informed acceptance during the transition period, even though there was no existing baseline risk against which to measure the change (use of the plant's current configuration was deemed inappropriate, a logical determination given that the configuration would be changing as a result of the transition). However, instead of rejecting the whole "delta-risk" philosophy for the transition, which would have made sense since only the final, post-established fire protection program configuration would be relevant, the NRC borrowed the dictum from NFPA 805 to "compare the risk associated with implementation of the deterministic requirements with the proposed alternative" to define the "deterministically compliant" plant in RG 1.205:
The "deterministically compliant plant" has been referred to as "an ideal plant" that may not exist or be feasible in practice. Based on experience with the two NFPA 805 pilot plants, the risk of most variances from the deterministic requirements can readily be evaluated by postulating modifications, such as moving or protecting cables, which would meet the deterministic requirements. This provides the base case against which the added risk of the proposed alternative is evaluated …
This extrapolation was even farther afield than would have been by using the current plant configuration as the base case, since "deterministic compliance" could be defined in multiple ways for fire protection. The logical approach was rejected, namely establishing a total risk (or at least total fire risk) criterion (in conjunction with other considerations, such as defense-in-depth and safety margin, which could be qualitative) against which to measure the risk of the plant configuration after establishing a fire protection program to which NFPA 805 would apply. For, if one rejected the use of RG 1.174 for the transition process, retaining it as intended for the post-established fire protection program, of what relevance was the change in risk vs. some subjective configuration? Did not only the "final" risk matter? The requirement of a "delta-risk" evaluation during transition constituted the most fundamental flaw upon which all subsequent complications associated with the NFPA-805 program derived. The voices of a not-so-silent minority within the NRC against this delta-risk philosophy went unheard then and continued unheeded throughout the endeavor. 4 The "Delta-Risk" Problem From the start of the NFPA-805 pilot program, involving the Shearon Harris and Oconee 1-3 nuclear plants, there was confusion on both the regulator and licensee sides of just how to implement this "delta-risk" approach. Licensees were concerned that they would have to develop two fire PRAs, one for the "deterministically compliant" plant and one for the post-established fire protection program configuration.
Very early during the pilot program, Figure I was developed by the author to indicate a staged process for estimating the delta-risk without the need for two full fire PRAs; later it was offered as a Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) as part of an NFPA-805 FAQ program, but the NRC chose not to pursue (ADAMS Accession No. ML14108A062, "Measuring at-Transition Delta-Risk for Plant Change Evaluations [as Presented at March 2006 Observation Visit]," April 18, 2014). While it may appear much more complicated than it really is, the process indicated the additional effort to force the transition phase to satisfy the RG-1.174 guidance, whereas a simple total (fire) risk approach would have been much simpler and required essentially no such "clarification." 5 A prime source of confusion that arose from the NFPA-805 dictum (again, intended for use after transition) was the delta-risk requirement for "recovery actions," defined as actions "to achieve the nuclear safety performance criteria that take place outside of the main control room or outside of the primary control station(s) for the equipment being operated, including the replacement or modification of components." Unfortunately, "primary control station" was not defined in NFPA 805, but left to RG 1.205, which chose to "define" this in a rather extensive manner, making use of illustrations in an attempt to "simplify." Nonetheless, just what constituted a recovery action, along with a primary control station, continued to be a source of confusion that, while requiring a delta-risk evaluation after transition, did not need to be ratcheted as part of what should have been a "total (fire) risk" approach during transition.
A spin-off from the "recovery action" delta-risk was the concept of the "Variance from Deterministic Requirements" (VFDR), defining a licensee's intention to retain a fire protection feature that would have been "non-compliant" (presumably requiring an exemption) under a deterministic licensing basis in its postestablished fire protection program. As with the delta-risk evaluation for the recovery action, a similar calculation had to be performed for any VFDR during transition, measuring the risk increase from retaining this previously "non-compliant" feature (or instituting a "new" one). Again, a "deterministically compliant" version of the plant that compensated for the presence of the VFDR needed to be postulated for the forced delta-risk calculation during transition. This established yet another set of, in this author's opinion, unnecessary and irrelevant risk-type calculations, again subjected to the RG-1.174 guidance during transition, when only the final configuration after transition mattered.
Past the halfway point with the non-pilot transitions, it was evident that use of the delta-risk approach likely led to misrepresentation of at least the current fire risk spectrum for a number of plants. Shown in Table I were the reported fire core damage frequencies (CDFs), large early release frequencies (LERFs), deltaCDFs and delta-LERFs from ten of the submittals. While both the negative delta values, indicating risk reductions, and final CDFs and LERFs posed no undue concern, the "back calculation" using these indicated all ten plants implied high current ("pre-transition") fire CDFs (>3.0E-4/yr), four of which also indicated high fire LERFs (>1.6E-5/yr). While these implied high values were likely the result of overconservative fire PRA modeling on the part of the licensees, probably from using screening/scoping approaches extensively rather than plant-specific fire phenomenological modeling (since generating negative delta-risks was desirable, prompting no need to refine the evaluations for NFPA-805 purposes), when challenged, these licensees did not opt for a recalculation. This prompted the NRC, through its Regional inspectors, to require each licensee to establish "extraordinary" compensatory measures until the plant completed its transition to NFPA 805 and implemented the commitments cited as producing the risk reductions. 6,7 5 The author subsequently expressed the delta-risk calculational approach in a hopefully simpler way, as shown in the Attachment to Figure I (ADAMS Accession No. ML14108A051, "Delta-Risk Calculations for NFPA-805 Transition [FAQ] ," April 18, 2014). 6 Except for the first plant in the Table, with pre-transition fire CDF = 1.54E-3/y, the remaining pre-transition fire CDFs reflected the assumed "deterministically compliant" plant configuration, meaning that the true pre-transition fire CDFs were higher. How much higher was unknown, but, at least for the first plant, the reported pre-transition fire CDF reflected a value approximately four times higher than what it would have been if the "deterministically compliant" configuration had been assumed. Therefore, if this factor was somewhat representative for the remaining nine, it was possible, and perhaps likely, that all ten had pre-transition fire CDFs > 1E-3/yr.
While, for the NFPA-805 program, risk decreases were always desirable, the optics associated with implying very high current fire CDFs and/or LERFs were not. And, recognize that these delta-risks were measured against a "deterministically compliant" ("ideal") fire protection program configuration, implying that the current risks vs. the actual configurations would be higher. Furthermore, non-fire risks were not included in these back-calculated totals. A more concerned public, or nuclear power opponents, should they happen to have reviewed any of these publicly available license amendment documents, could easily have reached these same conclusions.
"Fire PRA is Too Conservative!"
In 2005, the NRC and Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) published NUREG/CR-6850 (EPRI 1011989), Fire PRA Methodology for Nuclear Power Facilities, which was cited in RG 1.205, but with the following caveat: "… [since] using the methods explicitly documented in NUREG/CR-6850/EPRI 1011989 may result in a conservative assessment of fire risk, licensees may choose to perform more detailed plantspecific analyses to provide greater realism in the fire PRA model." Early results from the pilot plants, based primarily on the admittedly conservative "scoping/screening" guidance from this document, not surprisingly yielded relatively high estimates for both risk and delta-risk. Over-reacting to these early estimates, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) and supporting nuclear industry entities questioned the utility of the document, even though it had received full consensus from the EPRI and its industry participants. In an attempt to "reduce" alleged over-conservatism, the NRC and nuclear industry agreed to expand the NFPA-805 FAQ program to include "modeling improvements" specifically related to NUREG/CR-6850 (EPRI 1011989) in early 2008. Several FAQs were proposed, most of which were ultimately completed (see Supplement 1 to NUREG/CR-6850 [EPRI 1011989]), although not necessarily to the extent the nuclear industry might have preferred (although each received joint consensus upon completion) and, in some cases, with a change of cognizant NRC staff when the FAQ was not proceeding as both the NRC and nuclear industry preferred in order to "expedite" the NFPA-805 process.
"A Tale of Two FAQs" While this "extended" NFPA-805 FAQ process was proceeding, the EPRI sprang a "Christmas surprise" on the NRC in the form of EPRI 1016735, Fire PRA Methods Enhancements (December 2008), which attempted to pre-empt the joint NRC-industry effort on three of the FAQs currently in process. Dissatisfied with the "progress" (or lack thereof, in the industry's opinion) on these three particular FAQs, the EPRI published its own solutions, which prompted the NRC, in this author's opinion, to prematurely accept questionable resolutions to two of what subsequently proved to be key "methods enhancements" utilized extensively by licensees transitioning via NFPA 805.
In one case, the NRC pulled a "Baltimore Colts middle-of-the-night escape maneuver" during the lead analyst's (my) temporary absence by switching nearly all of the cognizant staff working on one FAQ, already in draft final form as part of the concurrence process (ADAMS Accession No. ML090300496, "Close-out of National Fire Protection Association 805 Frequently Asked Question 08-0046 on Incipient Fire Detection Systems," March 2009), to other staff, believed (and ultimately proven) to be amenable to a more "industry-friendly" version of the final FAQ, based in part on no more than manufacturer claims and limited operating experience. The original set of NRC cognizant staff, consisting of the fire PRA expert in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) [me] and several fire protection engineering experts, had proceeded along a pathway based on well-documented test results that, alas, was not going to grant the industry anywhere near the amount of risk reduction credit it was seeking, especially at one of the pilot plants. 8 The authors of the final FAQ, quite different from what had been drafted, did not include experts in fire PRA or fire protection engineering. While it ultimately lowered the risk reduction credit first claimed in EPRI 1016735 by a factor of three, this credit still remained excessively over-generous, in this author's opinion, at a factor of 50 (see FAQ 08-0046, "Incipient Fire Detection Systems," Some NFPA-805 applicants even tried to extend the risk reduction credit from the FAQ to the constantly occupied Control Room, a generosity not even the FAQ itself allowed. Upon being told this credit would not be given, one of these licensees demonstrated the degree to which it believed in the fire protection benefit of this system by removing its commitment to install the system entirely from its application (ADAMS Accession No. ML1322A045, "Response to Request for Additional Information, License Amendment Request to Adopt National Fire Protection Association Standard 805, Performance-Based Standard For Fire Protection for Light Water Reactor Generating Plants," NG-13-0182, May 1, 2013).
9
For the second FAQ, suspected of being flawed from the beginning, the NRC nonetheless adopted the EPRI recommendations from EPRI 1016735, with limited modifications (and even these rankled the nuclear industry) over objections from some of the cognizant experts. Observing an alleged "industry improvement" occurring around 1990 in the fire events database from NUREG/CR-6850 (EPRI 1011989), which spanned the years from 1968 through 1999, the EPRI proposed a new set of fire ignition frequencies which much more heavily weighted the 1990-1999 experience, effectively reducing the overall fire frequency from collective ignition sources by a factor of two. Cognizant NRC staff, including contractor experts who had authored NUREG/CR-6850 (EPRI 1011989), strongly suggested that this alleged reduction was due more to changes in reporting and or recording processes that occurred around 1990, rather than some "sea change" in industry fire protection practices at that arbitrary date. 10 Nonetheless, even with a new effort underway to collect fire events data from 1999 onward in a more comprehensive manner, as well as update some of the 1990-1999 data, the NRC issued FAQ 08-0048, "Fire Ignition Frequency," in Supplement 1 to NUREG/CR-6850 (EPRI 1019259), essentially adopting the revised 8 It was likely more than coincidence that this FAQ was championed by this NFPA-805 pilot plant, for which excessive credit for the proposed installation of enhanced fire detection reduced risk in a critical location of the plant. With this reduction, other modifications or enhanced fire phenomenological modeling became unnecessary. To what extent the NRC's amenability to expediting this FAQ was based on promoting acceptance of the pilot plant's transition to NFPA 805 may be questioned. Unfortunately, the testing program failed to address a key aspect of the phenomenology, namely whether what would be counted as a "challenging" fire that is part of the fire ignition frequency for electrical enclosure fires, even if detected in the pre-combustion stage by a VEWFD, would actually evolve into such a fire. The necessary longterm testing period to determine this was not pursued. Additionally, there were several non-conservatisms embedded in the analytical method developed from the test results, prompting a Non-Concurrence by the author when NUREG-2180 was endorsed for use by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR). Finally, RES uncovered an error in the original FAQ 08-0046 indicating a potential under-estimate of risk for scenarios crediting VEWFDS by the full factor of 50! All this is discussed in detail in Appendix III.
frequencies from EPRI 1016735.
11 As the new data collection program was underway, early reviews by the NRC seemed to confirm that the 1990-1999 "reduction" was artificial, as data from 1999 onward were suggesting fire ignition frequencies similar to the originals from However, despite the overwhelming evidence that had been mounting for several years regarding the error in this FAQ, and now even with the documented admission by the FAQ's industry authors of the original error, the NRC still declined to "sunset" this FAQ despite the constant urging by some if its expert technical staff. In other words, using the original NUREG/CR-6850 (EPRI 1011989) fire ignition frequencies, which were more consistent with the most recent database update, the total (fire) LERF was 1.6E-5/yr, and not even reduced below 1.0E-5/yr via the erroneous FAQ 08-0048 values. Whether this would still qualify as "slightly greater than 1E-5/yr, vs. the conclusion of 1.2E-5/yr allowing use of FAQ 08-0048, could be debated (see Appendix I).
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"We're not Going to Play Anymore"
11
Not unlike my experience with FAQ 08-0046, I was initially a prime reviewer of the industry proposal and intended author of the FAQ, but ultimately had to dissociate myself entirely (at least voluntarily this time). Recognizing its faulty basis, I pushed for a requirement that sensitivity analysis for all the fire ignition frequencies using the original NUREG/CR-6850 (EPRI 1011989) values be included with the FAQ. Initially accepted, my staff colleagues backed down after pushback from the industry, such that only a few select frequency "bins" would be subjected to this sensitivity requirement. At that point, I recused myself from further involvement with the FAQ as this was much too inadequate.
This industry "threat" was subtly veiled in an NEI letter to the NRC Chairman as "severely diminished industry confidence" (Pietrangelo to MacFarlane, "Industry Support Fire core damage frequency is the product of fire ignition frequency and a series of conditional failures: failures to detect/suppress the fire, given fire severity and propagation; failures of the plant equipment or personnel to successfully mitigate the accident using non-fire affected measures. The industry calculation was "partial" in the sense that aspects of detection, suppression propagation and mitigation were not considered. (For a summary, see "Seeking Realism in Fire PRA," Chapman, Scientech, ANS PSA 2013 International Topical Meeting on Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Analysis.) 15 See, e.g., Gallucci, 2006 Of course, omitted throughout the NEI diatribe was industry's abdication of its responsibility to provide the phenomenological basis needed as technical justification for the "coherent framework that would allow the integration of fire frequency, fire severity, and suppression response to better reflect with actual industry fire experience." Evidence for this is provided in the subsequent section on "Unreviewed Analysis Methods," including industry failure to perform fire tests since 2001 and its obstinacy in providing phenomenological support for its "operational-experienced-based" proposals.
"Rejection is not an Option"
When the two NFPA-805 pilot applications were formally submitted in 2008, there was much ballyhoo and photo opportunities among executives from the NRC and licensees. While not "officially" true, in effect acceptance of these transitions was essentially "guaranteed," even if significant hurdles would remain to be overcome. The reviews for both pilots were intensive, including a "peer review" type of audit of both fire PRAs by the NRC. Neither fire PRA was close enough to being final for these reviews to be conclusive, so they served more as just a "mid-stream" check. One pilot chose to have an industry follow-on peer review at a later stage.
Ultimately, as "guaranteed," both pilots were transitioned in 2010 to NFPA 805, primarily because each committed to implement a significant modification to install additional equipment that would be of benefit to mitigate both fire-and non-fire-induced accident sequences. One pilot's fire PRA was essentially "clean" (other than the questionable over-credit granted via FAQ 08-0046). The other pilot's fire PRA was initially deemed to lack "sufficient technical adequacy," as follows This essentially sanctioned it as an "805 plant(s)" in name only. Without the right of "self-approval" (ability to approve plant changes which increase risk by no more than 1E-7/yr in CDF and 1E-8/yr in LERF without pre-approval by the NRC), the "805" moniker was more of a false façade, necessary since "victory" had essentially been declared during the initial submittal ballyhoo.
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"At Your Discretion"
As the pilot process was proceeding in 2008, it became evident that the two safety evaluations would not be issued as quickly as first anticipated. Enforcement discretion regarding potential non-conforming conditions related to fire protection was in effect for those licensees who had already committed to transitioning to NFPA 805, but this delay could cause the reviews to be started after this discretion terminated. The NRC decided to extend the discretion period provided the licensees could demonstrate progress in the following specific areas toward their NFPA-805 submittals ( • Submit a description of the physical modifications performed to address existing risk-significant fire protection issues (Table B -1, cited in Figure II ).
• Submit a status report of the transition, including a schedule of milestones for completing the fire PRA. The status report should be broken down into the following major areas:
• Classical fire protection transition (in accordance with NFPA 805 Chapter 3) (Table B -2, cited in Figure II ).
• Nuclear Safety Performance Criteria transition (in accordance with NFPA 805 Chapters 1, 2 and 4) (Table B-3, cited in Figure II ).
• Non-power operational transitions.
• NFPA 805 monitoring program.
• Fire PRA.
• In addition, reporting progress in the following was optional:
• Radioactive Release • Safe Shutdown Analysis • Plant Change Evaluations
All non-pilots currently committed to transition submitted their "progress reports." Evaluating whether or not the progress was adequate to receive the extended discretion was somewhat subjective, but the author, 16 Note that this licensee failed to implement the modification to which it committed, and by which the NRC approved its transition "despite" the state of its fire PRA, in the promised time. Nonetheless, the NRC allowed it to retain its "805" status provided it met a series of "progress" deadlines to install and activate the new system (ADAMS Accession No. tasked to review these "progress reports," was able to develop a "quasi-quantitative" means by which to compare among the various licensees (see Figure II [ADAMS Accession No. ML14108A072, "Enforcement Discretion Matrix (Scrubbed)," April 18, 2014]). Although only a representative sample of the submittals is shown here, it does indicate a wide spectrum in the degrees of "progress" among the licensees. Some, such as Plants B, C and F, showed significant progress, such that the author recommended they readily receive the extension. Some, such as Plants A, E and H, were not as far along, but seemed to have made at least sufficient progress to likely also warrant extension. However, two, Plants D and G, were substantially behind the others, and the author recommended neither receive the extension. However, the NRC opted to give all plants the extension, making this evaluation exercise essentially a false façade. At least one of the plants (D) was extended under a "gentleman's agreement" by which they periodically communicated their "progress" to the NRC as a condition of retaining their extension. The other plant (G) is owned by one of the pilot licensees, so was extended without even this condition.
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"Unreviewed Analysis Methods"
The extent to which the industry was aware that the one pilot's "victory" was "conditional" is unknown. However, it did seem curious that the contractor which had performed the fire PRA for this pilot managed to procure the lion's share of fire PRA support for the non-pilot applicants. The fallout from this was that the early industry peer reviews of various "805" The UAMs posed a problem for both the licensees and NRC, as they were left "open-ended." Rather than defer their adjudication to the NRC during its review of the application (not necessarily something the NRC desired anyway), the industry recommended a "UAM Review Panel," with NRC participation, to say "yea" or "nay" to the method. A "nay" would prompt the method advocate to revise or take a different tack. Chaired by the EPRI, it became evident fairly early on that the first set of UAMs, all stemming from the "lion's share" contractor, would not produce quick "yea's" and without, in some cases, major revision, would be "nayed." The EPRI unofficially decided to "expand" the UAM Panel's charter from one of quick adjudication to one of developmental assistance to the method advocate until a "yea" was obtained.
Eventually, the Panel approved a method based solely on database interpretation, to which the NRC panelist formally dissented. Lo and behold, the industry treated this as a "last-minute surprise," especially when the NRC upheld the dissent and did not endorse the Unfulfilled Promise
While this fourth method was under "review" (really development), the EPRI published a draft method to achieve similar results that included a phenomenological basis. Stemming from a promising presentation at the 2009 NEI Fire Protection Information Forum (Hunt, "Maximum Fire Size in Closed Vent Electrical Panels," Kleinsorg Group, September 22, 2009), the EPRI proposed developing this approach to pre-empt the need for more fire tests. 20 Since this approach appeared promising, the NRC deferred fire testing.
The industry approach, originally expected to be completed in about a year, eventually required three. Intermediate reviews of parts of the report by the NRC indicated the need for a different tack. A draft of the final report was offered to the UAM Panel for review. However, being both statistical and phenomenological, the NRC panelist felt that a more comprehensive review was needed than the Panel could provide. The EPRI agreed to submit the final to the NRC prior to publication, having received preliminary comments from the NRC from a limited review. Alas, the final report was published without affording the NRC the promised review. The NRC, under renewed pressure from the nuclear industry, especially the "lion's share" contractor, later relented by approving a method similar to this rejected one, albeit still based solely on database interpretation and devoid of any phenomenological basis, through the FAQ process, from which I had been "phased out" (See "Close-out of Fire PRA FAQ 14-0009 on Treatment of Well-Sealed MCC Electrical Panels Greater than 440V," ADAMS Accession No. ML15114A441, April 29, 2015).
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Except for isolated utility tests, the nuclear industry has sponsored no fire test since 2001, when it was "burned" by results much contrary to what it had intended to prove, namely that fire-induced electrical cable "hot shorts"/spurious actuations were exceedingly rare occurrences (EPRI Unfortunately, this has promoted an attitude that the NRC must accept proposed methodological "enhancements" from the nuclear industry (e.g., via FAQs or UAMs) unless NRC testing can prove otherwise. The NRC tests should be confirmatory, not developmental, which should be the role of industry tests that should serve as the bases for these "enhancements." impending issuance of transition approval for one of the non-pilots. Just before issuance, Westinghouse revealed a problem with a major modification being adopted by some of its PWRs, to the extent that "credit" (risk reduction) taken in PRAs, including fire, was no longer justified (ADAMS Accession No. ML13211A168, "Notification of the Potential Existence of Defects Pursuant to 10 CFR Part 21" [July 26, 2013]). As this non-pilot had taken this credit, and was close to the RG-1.174 numerical threshold for permissible risk increases, it was asked to re-evaluate. Results showed new risk increases of 1.7E-5/yr and 1.9E-5/yr in CDF and 1.7E-6/yr and 1.9E-6/yr in LERF at the two units. Although the NRC cited these as "slightly" exceeding the RG-1.174 delta-risk thresholds, all exceed even the relaxed "fuzzy" limits from Appendix I.
Since the licensee claimed to have significant conservatism embedded in its risk estimates, it believed reanalysis that removed this conservatism would satisfy the thresholds even without the credit for the discounted modification. However, this re-evaluation would have required more time. The NRC, already over-sensitized to missed deadlines for issuing non-pilot approvals, opted to accept the licensee's belief and approve the transition with the, in this author's opinion, too large risk increases. Preferable would have been delaying approval a few more months to let the licensee "prove its belief" and recalculate these deltarisks so they could meet the RG-1.174 guidance. Then the approval could have been "clean."
Trust, but Verify?
Since the first non-pilot application was submitted, there was debate over the extent to which "docketed" vs. "non-docketed" material should be reviewed. The license amendment request and its supplement, if any, were always docketed and subject to review. It could be referenced in its entirety by the reviewers. However, since its PRA-related material was often "higher level," much of the more informative PRArelated information existed only in "supporting material," consisting of plant-specific engineering calculations, etc. Typically these were not docketed and therefore not a priori able to be referenced. However, early on, a compromise was reached whereby this "supporting" material would be provided via a licensee-controlled "share-point" or "portal" site. While nothing could be reproduced or directly referenced from this portal, reviewers could examine the material in an effort to answer questions arising from the review of the docketed material.
It quickly became apparent that much, often the majority, of the critical information needed for the review of the PRA, both internal events and fire, could not be found exclusively from the docketed submittal. Review of the portal material often uncovered UAMs not identified in the submittal, as well as other plantspecific idiosyncrasies employed by the licensee that potentially affected the quality of the PRAs and/or the accuracy of the evaluations. Debate raged between different factions within the NRC as to how much of the portal material was "fair game." More traditional reviewers preferred to limit their search mainly to the docketed material, with limited review of the portal solely to verify questions arising from the submittal. Other reviewers, this author included, considered everything on the portal as "fair game" and reviewed all the PRA-related material on the portal in detail, usually uncovering much more information to be questioned. Naturally, this latter approach resulted in more questions, and eventually RAIs, but, in this author's opinion, led to a much more thorough review and confidence in the licensee analysis.
One complaint raised by the traditionalists was that a detailed portal review stretched out the review process. However, it was this author's experience that a highly experienced and knowledgeable reviewer (me) could complete a detailed portal review in approximately two person-weeks. Typically there were around 10 PRA-related documents on the portal, so this translated roughly into one document per work day. The experienced reviewer knew what to focus on, certainly not every little detail within each document, and so could accomplish a quite thorough review in a relatively short time. Less experienced reviewers (and it was debatable whether ones without the requisite experience should have been lead reviewers in the first place) might take twice or three times as long. Of course, this more detailed review generated more questions and eventually RAIs, leading to complaints from both licensees as well as the NRC that the process was being "dragged out." And, given the licensees were usually afforded up to 120 days to respond to some RAIs (and some licensees could not accomplish this even in this extended period), second and third rounds of RAIs that inevitably resulted when licensee first-round responses were inadequate could lead to missing deadlines (which already had been artificially shortened to meet "political expediency").
Licensee and industry complaints leveled at the NRC Commissioners prompted the NRC to revise its review process. Yielding to the traditional approach, more time was allowed prior to the "site audit," at which the NRC received answers to its preliminary review questions at the site, from which the first round of RAIs were generated. Previously, these audits were "rushed" in that they were scheduled within four to six weeks of the opening of the "portal." However, despite this compressed time, the reviewers managed to generate a comprehensive set of questions based on both submittal and portal review, certainly sufficient to issue the first round of RAIs shortly after the audit. Now, the paradigm became to delay the audit by several months and restrict the level of review allowed for the "portal," in the misguided assumption that more review time would lead to fewer questions and subsequent RAIs since detailed review of the portal would be "verboten," thereby streamlining the process. 21 What was not recognized was that the existing process already produced about as much detail as was possible in the audit questions, such that more time would not "improve" these questions or shorten the number of initial RAIs. The delays occurred because of the overly-generous amount of time given to the licensees to respond to RAIs and their sometimes not even meeting these extended deadlines. Now, with the audits delayed, additional time would be lost, since the licensee responses would still take the same amount of time as before. 22 And the limited portal review would lead to lower quality reviews, consistent with the traditionalists' philosophy of asking only questions with a "regulatory basis," as if technical reviewers should be adopting more of a legalistic approach than an engineering one. The repercussions from this "dumbing down" may not manifest themselves until several years after the NFPA-805 transitions, when the plants are subjected to their recurring triannual fire protection inspections. 23 Claims of improvement in the review process attributed to this new paradigm were somewhat disingenuous, e.g., see Slide 6 in http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/commission/slides/2014/20140619/nrc-staff-20140619. pdf), as much of the so-called streamlining was the result of less detailed review and the banning of the more probing questions on how the fire PRA was performed that were previously allowed. Naturally, the less that was asked, the fewer the responses that needed review. However, quality was being compromised for the sake of expediency.
A prime example of the reduction in quality was the acceptance of credit for future installation and operation of PWR reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal modifications designed to reduce the likelihood of loss-of- 21 The author is reminded of Sergeant Schultz from the comedy series Hogan's Heroes (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hogan%27s_Heroes) who "saw nothing" and "heard nothing." 22 Another feature of this new paradigm is "re-auditing" following the initial, possibly more than once, to "facilitate" the interchange between RAIs and responses and the drafting of the safety evaluation. Ironically, this trend now toward multiple audits is completely contrary to the original plan that advocated eventual elimination of audits altogether as the NRC gained experience with these LAR reviews.
coolant-accidents (LOCAs) via leaks through these RCP seals. One seal package, proven to merit risk reduction credit only after sufficient operational experience had been gained at a specific plant ("Final Safety Evaluation for PWR owners Group Topical Report WCAP-16175-P, Revision 0 [CE NPSD-1199, Revision 1], 'Model for Failure of RCP Seals Given Loss of Seal Cooling in CE NSSS Plants'," February 12, 2007), received credit in advance of installation and operation under the misguided concept of "freeze point" (discussed below). Another seal package, proven to fail despite successful test experience once installed and used in operation ("Notification of the Potential Existence of Defects Pursuant to 10 CFR Part 21," LTR-NRC-13-52, July 26, 2013, Westinghouse Electric Co.), also received this advance credit on the premise that new testing had assured that subsequent operation would this time prove successful. However, this was the premise previously used that proved false, so allowing such advanced credit for this second package seemed even less prudent. Again, the "freeze point" concept was cited.
Introduced by industry as an extrapolation (unjustified in my opinion) from practices intended solely for new reactors, not existing reactors ("Summary of October 25, 2013, Category 2 Public Meeting Workshop with the Nuclear Energy Institute and Stakeholders to Discuss the National Fire Protection Association Standard 805," ADAMS Accession No. ML13297A467, October 24, 2013), the "freeze point" concept compelled the NRC to "freeze" its review at some pre-determined date before completion of the review on the premise that the licensee would implement and demonstrate the claimed credit for future performance of the planned modification. The "assurance" of the licensee that it would take appropriate measures should this future performance not prove to merit the pre-determined credit was considered sufficient justification for approval. In reality, the NRC was essentially "tying its own hands" in its own review process for the expediency of approving NFPA-805 applications, despite questions as to PRA quality and future performance. If acceptability of the transition was conditional upon future action, the licensee was not yet ready to complete the transition.
In Closing 24
Despite my obvious opposition to the use of "delta-risks" during transition, I cannot ignore the following. Without the imposition, however misguided, of the RG-1.174 criteria during transition, would total (fire) risk criteria have prompted modifications that would make plants "safer?" For example, if a plant's "final" total CDF were 8E-5/yr, including fire, but its "delta-risk" been an increase of 3E-5/yr (exceeding the RG-1.174 limit), would any modification need have been made based only on the total CDF? Without the delta-CDF, regardless of how artificial, would there be a safety improvement? Did the "end" justify the "means?"
To counter this, would a plant with a total CDF of 8E-5/yr even have needed to make a modification? Safety improvements are desirable, but at what cost? This would be more of a concern to the industry than the NRC, although money spent in one area might have precluded a better safety improvement in another. Perhaps a cost-benefit approach would have been a better paradigm. But I leave this issue unanswered.
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I cannot be sure that the following unequal/unfair treatment by the NRC was merely a monumental mess-up. As I previously had filed a Differing Professional Opinion (DPO) against NRR on a technical/policy issue (Appendix II), and was in the process of filing a Non-Concurrence and possible second DPO on a similar issue (Appendix III), at least part of the following debacle may have been retaliatory. I and two fellow employees requested travel approval for a professional conference to be held in October 2016 in Seoul, Korea, the required three months in advance for international trips. The NRC "Executive Team" (ET) that approves these sat on this request, which had been combined into one, until only three weeks before the conference, finally approving all three travelers. After making arrangements, forced to do so after deadlines for cancellation were past, I was informed nine days later that the trip was disapproved because I did not have an official passport or visa, nor was there enough time (given how the ET had delayed so long) to procure these. When I had inquired regarding this in August, I had been told a personal passport (no visa) was sufficient. At least one of the other travelers was informed of the need for the official passport and visa when he inquired in August and was able to procure these just in time. As a final blow, it turned out the other traveler, who did not have the official passport or visa either, was allowed to travel on his personal passport, completely contradictory to how I was treated. Not only did I incur monetary losses due to last minute need to cancel, but also I did not receive an explanation for the discrepancies among how the three of us were treated, other than that there was "miscommunication" that will be "corrected in the future." Merely gross incompetence or retaliation? Neither the Inspector General nor the Government Accountability Office, supposedly government institutions dedicated to investigate unfair practices, took any interest in this matter.
In The figure outlines a "staged approach" that, while in the end may result in performing a second full Fire PRA for the fictitious "fully compliant" plant pre-transition, may enable reduced effort to calculate the individual, and cumulative, delta-risks resulting from transitioning with previous non-compliances proposed for inclusion in the post-transition licensing basis (for which the delta-risk is estimated through a plant change evaluation). Note that the aggregation of the delta-risk from multiple plant change evaluations must ensure that any synergistic effects among them be properly captured, i.e., the simple summation of the delta-risks may not adequately represent the cumulative effect.
Step 0:
Calculate the risk (CDF and LERF) "going forward," i.e., the risk of the plant after transition is complete, including implementation of all committed modifications, both to systems, structures, and components, and to procedures. This risk likely will be estimated for a future time after submission of the LAR and receipt of the SER, contingent upon fulfilling all commitments within a reasonable time frame, as outlined in the LAR and approved in the SER. This "going-forward" risk is labeled as "Risk@T" in the figure.
Step 1:
This simplistic stage would suffice in the estimate of the individual and cumulative delta-risks from plant change evaluations if the "going-forward" risk were used as the maximum possible cumulative delta-risk and completely satisfied the acceptance thresholds ("ATs" in the figure) of RG 1.174. This simplistic case just assumes that the fictitious "fully-compliant" plant pre-transition had a total risk of zero, clearly an idealistic case (the "fully-compliant" pre-transition risk is labeled as "Risk-pT" in the figure) . Here the cumulative delta-risk ("ΔR@T" in the figure) is equal to Risk@T. This stage represents the minimum expenditure of analysis resources (time, effort and cost ["TE$" in the figure]).
Step 2:
This stage employs a realistic approach to defining the fictitious "fully-compliant" pre-transition plant, i.e., one where pre-transition forms of regulatory compliance are assumed to be in place, such as the requirements of Appendix R, Section III.G (these may include features approved specifically by SERs or exemptions in the licensee's pre-transition FP licensing basis, such as approved, feasible and reliable operator manual actions for "III.G.2 fire areas").
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Both individual and cumulative delta-risks, with synergistic effects for the cumulative, are estimated for the plant change evaluations, now using this "realistic, but still fictitious, fully-compliant" pre-transition plant to estimate Risk-pT. The delta-risk is reduced from the bounding estimate in Step 1 since Risk-pT is no longer assumed to be zero, i.e., now ΔR@T = Risk@T -Risk-pT. This stage represents an increased, but hopefully still moderate, expenditure of analysis resources relative to Step 1. The expectation is that most plants could terminate their delta-risk calculations for plant change evaluations at this stage.
Step 3:
This stage essentially requires the development of the second full Fire PRA, now for the fictional "fully-compliant" pre-transition plant, likely due to the inability to accurately account for the synergistic effects of the cumulative delta-risks from a simple summation of the delta-risks for the multiple individual plant change evaluations. Obviously, this requires the maximum expenditure of resources and effectively renders the staged approach ineffective, other than having performed some previous analyses that may streamline the final development of the full pre-transition Fire PRA. Hopefully, the individual and cumulative delta-risks resulting from this stage meet the acceptance threshold of RG 1.174, so no further analysis is needed. However, if they do not,
Step 4 exists.
Step 4:
Now with a pair of full Fire PRAs available, one for the "going-forward" plant and the other for the fictitious "fully-compliant" pre-transition plant, "what if" analyses are readily performed to ascertain which plant modifications, including procedural, will lower the going-forward risk to a level where the delta-risk becomes acceptable under the RG 1.174 thresholds. Note that a licensee may choose to perform aspects of Step 4 following Step 2 in lieu of the likely major expenditure of resources associated with Step 3, i.e., investigate "what if" modifications using the limited model of the fictitious "fullycompliant" pre-transition plant developed in Step 2. However, the licensee must ensure that the potential synergistic effects from cumulative plant changes comprising the "what ifs" are accurately incorporated, something that would be essentially assured by performing Step 3.
Note that, where multiple forms of compliance are available (e.g., Appendix R, paragraph III.G.2), the licensee may choose any of them to estimate Risk-pT. Obviously, choice of the "least nonrisky" form of compliance will give the largest Risk-pT and smallest ΔR@T, an option that was intentionally left to the licensee's discretion in the development of RG 1.205. For example, it is likely that, for a fire area where a hot gas layer is possible, assuming full compliance consists of 20-ft separation with no intervening combustibles, and installed detection and suppression, may lead to a higher Risk-pT, and therefore lower ΔR@T, than assuming full compliance via a three-hour fire barrier.
ATTACHMENT
There are two major "delta-risk" calculations for NFPA-805 transition. The first must always be performed, including its subset. The second may need to be performed depending upon the results of the first.
For all delta-risk calculations, the starting point is the Fire PRA for the plant post-transition AND after implementation of all committed modifications, hardware and procedural. For simplicity, we will refer to this as the "post-transition/post-implementation" (PT/PI) plant. In both Figures 1 and 2 , the risk associated with the PT/PI plant is shown as a straight line across the top. It is invariant in all delta-risk calculations.
Delta-Risk for Variances from Deterministic Compliance (VFDRs)
All transitions must evaluate the delta-risk (increase) associated with the retention of Variances from Deterministic Requirements (VFDRs), which includes all credited NFPA-805 "recovery actions" as a subset. To calculated the delta-risk (increase) associated with the VFDRs, a fictitious "pre-transition, deterministically compliant" plant, subsequently referred to as the COMP Plant, is postulated such that, for each VFDR, a deterministically-compliant (e.g., via 10CFR50.48, Appendix R), less "risky" configuration exists. For VFDRs related to cables or recovery actions, for example, a COMP plant might postulate removal of one of two redundant cable trains completely from a fire area, or enclosing the cables of one train in a three-hour-rated fire barrier. The change (increase) in risk of the PT/PI plant relative to the COMP plant is then calculated as the delta-risk associated with the VFDR(s). Figure 1 illustrates this calculation. In the first case, a "maximally" COMP plant is postulated, e.g., enclosure of the redundant cables in a three-hour-rated fire wrap (or, Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier System, ERFBS), or even complete relocation of the cables to another fire area. Since this represents the "minimally-risky" COMP plant configuration, the difference between the risks of the PT/PI and COMP plants will be maximum (Δ 1 ). One could stop the analysis here if the resulting delta-risk (increase) were deemed low enough to satisfy the RG-1.174 quantitative criteria applicable to the transition (also note there are qualitative criteria to be satisfied under RG 1.174, but these are not discussed here).
If the delta-risk (increase) does not satisfy these criteria, or the analyst desires to claim a lower delta-risk for the transition, a less, but still "highly," COMP plant configuration can next be postulated. Such would have a higher COMP plant risk than the previous, resulting in a lower, but still positive, delta-risk (increase). In Figure 1 , this is illustrated by showing the COMP plant configuration as postulating a one-hour-rated fire barrier with detection and automatic suppression in the fire area (Δ 2 ). This can be taken further as well, as illustrated by the third part of Figure 1 . Here, the COMP plant is postulated to have the "riskiest" configuration in terms of Appendix R protection, namely 20-foot separation without intervening combustibles, but with detection and automatic suppression. The resulting delta-risk (increase) is even smaller, but still positive (Δ 3 ).
What Figure 1 shows is that, no matter how deterministically compliant one postulates the COMP plant, the delta-risk (increase) will always be positive. These delta-risks can be reduced by postulating lesser degrees of compliance, but they will still remain positive. In equational format, this calculation is as follows:
(Delta-Risk with VFDRs) = (Risk for PT/PI plant) -(Risk for COMP plant) > 0
where BOTH the PT/PI and COMP plants include all modifications
Delta-Risk for Recovery Actions
As a subset of this calculation, the delta-risk (increase) associated with NFPA-805 recovery actions must also be evaluated. This parallels the previous calculation, except that now deterministic compliance is postulated ONLY for the VFDRs associated with recovery actions. Other VFDRs are not varied between the PT/PI and COMP plants. As a result, the delta-risk (increase) associated with recovery actions cannot exceed the corresponding value for all VFDRs with any level ("maximally," "highly," or "lesser" compliant). The delta-risk (increase) for recovery actions must be calculated at the same level as its counterpart for all VFDRs. Equationally, this is a slight modification of the above:
(Delta-Risk with VFDRs) recoveries only = (Risk for PT/PI plant) -(Risk for COMP plant) crediting only recovery compliance > 0 where BOTH the PT/PI and COMP plants include all modifications, but the COMP plant credit deterministic compliance only for the VFDRs involving recovery actions.
Overall Net Delta-Risk
If the results from these delta-risk (increase) calculations are deemed to satisfy the quantitative criteria from RG 1.174 for transition, the analysis can terminate (the qualitative criteria must also be satisfied). However, if they do not, or the analyst wishes to show even lower delta-risks (increase) or even a risk reduction (negative delta-risk), the "overall net delta-risk" can be evaluated. This process is shown in Figure 2 and
FIGURE 1
parallels that from Figure 1 with one key difference. When postulating the COMP plant, now the modifications are excluded from the COMP risk. This results in higher estimates of the COMP risk at each step, such that the net delta-risk (increase) could now actually become negative (decrease) as a result of the modifications. In Figure 2 , this is shown by raising the COMP risk via the hatched green lines, thereby reducing each of the delta-risks, now termed the "overall net delta-risks," even to the point of becoming negative (shown as the third case in Figure 2 ). In equation format, the net delta-risk (increase) is as follows:
(Overall Net Delta-Risk) = (Risk for PT/PI plant) -(Risk for COMP plant) without modifications where the COMP plant now excludes all modifications.
Also shown is the "risk reduction due solely to modifications," which is the difference between the risks of the PT/PI plant with and without the modifications (shown In Figure 2 as the equivalent difference between the risks of the COMP plant with and without the modifications). In equational format, this is as follows:
(Risk Reduction due Solely to Modifications) = (Risk for PT/PI plant) -(Risk for PT/PI plant) without modifications > 0 FIGURE 2 From these figures taken from RG 1.174, it appears that any "fuzziness" at the Regional thresholds occurs more so along the x (total CDF or LERF) than y (delta-CDF or LERF) axis. The transition lines for the delta values are quite distinct. That being said, we can still allow for some "fuzziness" along the vertical axes by adhering to the RG 1.174 philosophy (implied) of basing quantification on "order of magnitude" (factor of 10). If the vertical axis were linear, it would seem defensible to assume a maximum "fuzziness" at the transition lines of 10% (sticking to the "order of magnitude" philosophy). Thus, if the vertical range is from 1 to 10 on a LINEAR scale, a 10% "maximum" would occur at 1 + 0.1 x (10 -1 ) = 1.9, almost double the "distinct" limit. However, these figures are logarithmic. A 10% "fuzziness" on a LOGARITHMIC scale implies a maximum of 10 0.1 = 1.26. Thus, an "absolute" upper limit before transitioning from one Region to the next vertically would be 1.26 times the "distinct" limit.
FIGURE II
Note that allowance of this additional "wiggle room" is clearly more defensible for transitioning from Region III to II, since, even in Region II, increases are allowed with restrictions. Whether this additional "wiggle room" should be allowed for a transition from Region II into I is debatable, as Region I is strictly forbidden to increases. Proposing an equal upward shift (relative) for this threshold, which is "absolutely" 10 times greater than the Region III to II threshold, requires greater justification, if it is to be allowed at all.
APPENDIX II The Plot Sickens
As stated, I opposed the issuance of FAQ 08-0048 from its inception, without a "backstop" requiring that all fire ignition frequencies be subjected to a sensitivity analysis using the original values from NUREG/CR-6850. Despite my repeated calls for its "sunsetting" as evidence mounted through audits by NRC's Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) of the more recent fire events data being collected indicating the "updated" frequencies would be similar to the originals, and not the artificially lowered values from the FAQ, and the "final straw" of the Baranowsky paper at ANS PSA 2013, NRC management finally officially refused to consider any further discussion of "sunsetting" FAQ 08-0048 (eight months after being informed of the Baranowsky paper In addition to discussing the flaws with the FAQ and its tainted history, including my repeated attempts to have it "sunset," I emphasized that its continued use would be detrimental in two ways. First underestimation of risks (and delta-risks) used as the basis for transition created a false sense of "less riskiness" at the time of transition, discouraging potentially beneficial modifications/changes that would have been made to lower risk (and delta-risk). Second, with "approved" underestimates in risk, licensees could exercise their right of "self-approval" post-transition/implementation for plant changes where they should be reporting to the NRC or possibly requesting our approval. To address this generic issue, potentially affecting all plants transitioning to NFPA 805, including those already granted license approval, I roughly estimated the risks and delta-risks reported for the NFPA-805 plants and doubled them, as a surrogate for the potential effect of using the more representative original NUREG/CR-6850 fire frequencies instead of those from FAQ 08-0048. It appeared that most plants were potentially affected.
Two months transpired before this DPO began the review process. As reported by the DPO Project Manager (DPOPM), this was an unusually long time to start the review process. Apparently, there had been considerable "pushback" from cognizant NRC management not to accept this DPO into the process as it posed a considerable threat to disrupting the expeditious approvals being sought for the NFPA-805 non-pilot plants. The final acceptance memo further clouded the issue in an attempt to dilute the DPO by expanding the scope of the DPO to issues beyond the subject and better deliberated via a different forum. This expansion included the "freeze point" concept, previously discussed, as well as a mini-referendum on the role of risk-informed regulation itself.
I could only perceive this "expansion" of the DPO to be an attempt not only to dilute it but also to delay its processing in hopes that developments would transpire to perhaps render it moot. The DPOPM confirmed that this "expansion" of the DPO was unprecedented and, despite her efforts to have the language removed from the issuance of the memo, NRC management had remained obstinately opposed. I, naturally, immediately objected to its inclusion when the memo was issued, seeing this as intended to "pre-prejudice" the panel against my DPO as it represented the introduction of arguments by my immediate NRC management against my DPO formally to the Panel before they had even begun their review. After meeting with NRC management at their request, the DPOPM and I were able to obtain some "relaxation" in that the DPO panel would be directed to leave the "broader issue" and "freeze point" aspects out of the specific DPO evaluation. Nonetheless, these had been introduced and brought to the panel's attention, such that the extent to which the panel could completely eliminate them from any consideration with respect to the DPO would be unknown.
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The panel completed its report in December 2014, not surprisingly rejecting my recommendation for "sunsetting" the FAQ (given how the DPO process transpired from the start I further noted that a sensitivity evaluation, used in lieu of an uncertainty analysis, on one of the early nonpilot plants and employing the original NUREG/CR-6850 fire frequencies, increased total fire CDF from 2.0E-5/y (via FAQ 08-0048) to 5.0E-5/y, further illustrating the inadequacy of the limited sensitivity evaluation required by the FAQ. Also arguing against the panel's acceptance of the limited sensitivity evaluation as adequate is that sensitivity analyses presume that the base analysis uses the best available data and information, such that the sensitivity portion is merely to address uncertainty on what is considered a valid data set (it is often used in lieu of a more complicated full uncertainty analysis or to ascertain individual parameter effects). My appeal also cited the potential delaying/diluting effect of the unprecedented expansion of the scope of my DPO as discussed above. Coupled with the inordinate delay in assigning this DPO to the Panel (two months); the further delay (another month) when the Panel stopped all activity, after an initial meeting with me, in order to get clarification on the scope of their task, due to the extraneous insertion in the memo; and the final failure to divorce the DPO from the extraneous issues (confirming that my DPO should be treated as a "first step" in conjunction with subsequent examination of the extraneous issues), I informed the DPOPM that I considered the DPO Process to have been manipulated beyond the MD 10.159 guidance and all precedence considering the previous eight tasking memos such that bias against my DPO may have been intentionally introduced into the process.
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Subsequent to my filing the appeal, I learned of a possible bias by one of the panel members against me, as I overheard him during a meeting refer to me as "considering [myself] as 'God's gift to Fire PRA.'" Furthermore, another colleague who had been interviewed as part of the DPO process, informed me that the panel was misinformed by management interviewees when they were told that the NRC planned to rescind/update the FAQ as soon as the new fire frequencies were available, likely an influence on the panel's decision. This was misleading, at best (intentionally deceptive, at worst?), as the FAQ remained unchanged even after final issuance of the new report.
archives), I received mixed results. The EDO acknowledged the improper expansion of the scope of the DPO and, along with the DPOPM, instituted changes to the process to prevent this from happening in the future. Most troubling was the apparent disregard of the primary driver for this DPO, namely the questionable technical basis for the FAQ in the first place and the continued refusal by NRC management to rescind it, or at least permit a "full" sensitivity analysis for all fire ignition frequency bins that I had recommended from the beginning as an integral part of this FAQ. Over the nearly six years when this FAQ was in effect, during which the majority of NFPA-805 transitions were processed, the evidence mounted that the FAQ had been developed and approved on a knowingly flimsy, if not entirely false, basis. Even after this was confirmed by the primary author of the FAQ in his conference paper, the FAQ was allowed to promote artificial reduction of the fire risk and delta-risk estimates for NFPA-805 transitioning plants, a period of nearly two years. Meanwhile, NRC reviewers were prohibited by their management from requesting the full sensitivity analysis I had originally championed.
… [T]he tasking of the ad-hoc review panel was inconsistent
I agree with you that the FAQ was based on anomalous data. Subsequent to your appeal, this was further supported by the newest fire frequencies issued in January 2015 in NUREG-2169 "Nuclear Power Plant Fire Ignition Frequency and Non-Suppression Probability Estimation Using the Updated Fire Events Database." I support the decision by management not to immediately rescind or modify the FAQ at the time when a key industry consultant had published preliminary results because more time was needed to complete the analysis and for NRC staff to audit the results. However, I agree with you that NRC staff took too long to analyze and publish new data, rescind the FAQ, and update regulatory guidance for applying the new data … With respect to the sensitivity analyses of a limited number of bins, I conclude the staff used its best judgment to attempt to identify the bins that could be most adversely affected by the yet-to-be-seen results of the 2000-
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Note the failure to even comment on a possible bias by one of the panel members or the misinformation by management interviewees when they were told that the NRC planned to rescind/update the FAQ as soon as the new fire frequencies were available. . As is often the case, NRC management falls back on "conservatisms, defense-in-depth and safety margins" as a panacea for overlooking/overriding the quantitative risk results under the guise of "risk-informed ('not risk-based') regulation." In supporting the panel's conclusion that the limited sensitivity analysis was adequate because of these other considerations, overlooked was the fact that one of the dominant contributors to fire risk, if not the dominant itself, fires in the main control board of the main control room is now six times higher (NUREG-2169) than advocated in the FAQ, double even the original fire frequency from NUREG/CR-6850 which would have been subject to the limited sensitivity analysis. So far as the alleged "conservatisms" (an industry mantra since 2008, not actively fought by NRC management so that it has become an accepted "fact" and excuse for exceeding risk thresholds), these have been contradicted several times by NRC staff, to no avail so far as influencing NRC management to require licensees to remove the so-called conservatism when submitting NFPA-805 fire risk assessments (again, refer to the discussion in the main text regarding the approval of the NFPA-805 transition for the Duane Arnold Energy Center).
data review … In consideration of all the information provided in my appeal review, I do not believe this is a safety issue that is significant enough to require immediate licensing or inspection actions, given the defense-in-depth
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I cannot help but be disillusioned with how this DPO transpired. Firm technical bases for rescinding the FAQ that should never have been approved in the first place were ignored throughout. Even the much needed requirement for a full sensitivity analysis that would have at least minimized the potential damage due to systematic underestimation of fire risk and delta-risk for NFPA-805 transitioning plants was prohibited by NRC management. One cannot help but conclude that an "805 über alles" policy took precedence over sound technical practice so as not to derail the NFPA-805 approval train. When given the opportunity to make a positive statement for technical integrity by rescinding this FAQ, NRC management refused, starting from the Branch Chief who not only refused to rescind the FAQ but also forbade requesting full sensitivity analyses on all fire frequency bins as part of the NFPA-805 review process; to the Division director who not only supported this policy (lest existing NFPA-805 transitioners be subject to reconsideration and future ones inconvenienced), but also strove to have this DPO dismissed (again, I wish to thank the DPOPM for persevering in allowing this DPO to go forward); to the original Office Director who attempted to dilute/derail the main thrust of the DPO, namely the false technical foundation of the FAQ, by improperly expanding the scope to include the "freeze point," no doubt at the Division Director's suggestion, and directed the panel to address both concerns, further confounding the process; to the subsequent Office Director who, despite recognizing the technical merits of the DPO, still chose to side with the panel and uphold the refusal to rescind the FAQ; and finally to the Executive Director for Operations who, despite receiving additional technical justification as to why the panel's basis for refusing 29 to support the FAQ's rescinding was flawed, ultimately sided with NRC management and refused to acknowledge that the FAQ should have been rescinded. 30 Clearly, "805 über alles" prevailed and the decision-makers in the DPO process "circled the wagons" to uphold that policy. And, even if one does "not believe this is a safety issue that is significant enough to require immediate licensing or inspection actions," one cannot deny that for nearly six years the NRC's allowance of inappropriately reduced fire risks for NFPA-805 transition likely discouraged safety improvements that should have been made, even if the plants were "already safe." 
APPENDIX III
Completing the Circle
Appendix II described the fiasco that ensued from issuance of FAQ 08-0048 on fire ignition frequencies, complete through the DPO and eventual issuance of the new frequencies via NUREG-2169. Unfortunately, the other FAQ (08-0046 on VEWFD systems) cited for its lack of technical justification prompted a similar long-term misadventure, ultimately resulting in yet another unsatisfying conclusion, highlighted by a NonConcurrence against the endorsement by NRC of the resultant NUREG (-2180). 31 As mentioned, this FAQ was issued based in part on no more than manufacturer claims and limited operating experience. As became standard practice with the nuclear industry during the NFPA-805 era, experiments were not performed to justify alleged risk reductions, leaving it to the NRC to perform "confirmatory experiments" (really firstprinciple experiments) as it felt unable to reject industry claims unless it could prove them lacking (contrary to requiring industry to prove its claims before NRC accepting, clearly a backward process). The DELORES-VEWFIRE program (NUREG-2180) was the "confirmatory research" conducted by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) to examine the risk reductions approved in FAQ 08-0046.
Before DELORES-VEWFIRE started, I recommended "wiping the slate clean" from the original FAQ which, in my opinion, had little, if any, technical basis, was politically motivated (to enable one of the pilot plants to achieve exorbitant risk reductions without having to make meaningful modifications), and clearly exaggerated any risk reduction attainable from installation of in-cabinet VEWFD systems. Specifically, I counseled against retaining the event tree approach used in the FAQ and appending unnecessary human reliability analysis (HRA) as was done in the FAQ. Also, it was critical to accurately assess just what fraction of fires that would evolve to be "challenging" and, therefore, counted as part of the fire ignition frequencies could be detected in the pre-combustion phase. This could only be done experimentally by performing fairly long-term tests whereby some initial overheat of a conductor was allowed to progress without interference to determine whether or not a "challenging" fire would evolve. If so, and it was detected by a VEWFD system during the pre-combustion phase, it could be assumed that the fire would be pre-empted and qualify as a reduction in the fire frequency. Otherwise, the only benefit from the VEWFD system might be some "bonus" time in suppression response once the "challenging" fire manifested itself and was detected. To my disappointment, but not my surprise, none of these recommendations was adopted, 31 Prior to issuing the Non-Concurrence ("Response to July 28, 2016, Letter Regarding Retirement of National Fire Protection Association 805 Frequently Asked Question 08-0046 'Incipient Fire Detection Systems,'" NCP-2016-017 [ADAMS Accession No. ML16253A111), I found it necessary to "threaten" (from some NRR management's perspective) yet another DPO, this one against failure to rescind FAQ 08-0046 on a timely basis. Several allegedly draft "final" versions of NUREG-2180 had been issued for review and comment since early 2015 with the intention that, after any modifications, the NUREG would be issued and endorsed by NRR as a replacement for the then sunset FAQ 08-0046. Unfortunately, each iteration resulted in substantial changes to the NUREG such that, after another year, it had still not be issued and FAQ 08-0046 still not sunset. Following what was supposed to be the final exhibition of the NUREG via a public meeting on April 26, 2016, followed by its issuance and endorsement by NRR as the replacement for the FAQ, the NEI requested yet another delay to "pilot" the NUREG. Once this delay was granted by RES (after yet a further delay of six weeks), I announced my intention to NRR to DPO the failure to have sunset FAQ 08-0046 on a timely basis (the evidence for its invalidity had long been overwhelming, including the results from the DELORES-VEWFIRE tests) in an effort to divorce the FAQ's rescinding from the NUREG (effectively the FAQ was being kept "hostage" so long as the NUREG remained unendorsed, thereby allowing the ridiculous credit from the FAQ to still be taken by licensees). Fearing yet another DPO in the NFPA-805 arena, NRR acceded to rescind the FAQ effective on July 29, 2016, independent from the status of NUREG-2180 (see "Retirement of NFPA-805 FAQ 08-0046 'Incipient Detection Systems'," July 1, 2016, ADAMS Accession No. ML16167A444). To no surprise, the industry officially objected to the elimination of the FAQ ("Industry Response to July 1, 2016, Letter on Retirement of NFPA Standard 805 FAQ 08-0046, Incipient Fire Detection Systems," July 28, 2016, ADAMS Accession No. ML16211A327), prompting a second letter re-emphasizing the rescindment and its technical basis and endorsing NUREGand the DELORES-VEWFIRE program attached itself to the framework of the original FAQ and defaulted to interpretation of the fire events database to estimate the fraction of "challenging" fires that might be preempted. To me, this was akin to the refusal to establish a phenomenological basis for any quantification as with the Unreviewed Analysis Methods previously discussed, which prompted a dissent and ultimately refusal of the NRC to approve an industry-championed approach (although a version was later approved as FAQ 14-0009).
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Upon completion of DELORES-VEWFIRE, an updated, and much expanded (over-modeled in my opinion) event tree approach was developed to quantify the risk reduction attainable via VEWFD vs. "conventional spot" detection systems, both in-cabinet and area-wide. The "alpha" factor representing the fraction of "challenging" fires detectable by a VEWFD system remains based on interpretations from the fire events database and, in conjunction with, in my opinion, an optimistic HRA approach for responding to a VEWFD alert and pre-empting a fire, constitutes much of the reduction deemed attainable. While clearly an improvement over the original factor of 50 from FAQ 08-0046, as much as a factor around ten still can be obtained for the most optimistic case, based on several non-conservatisms with which I take issue. Ultimately, an alpha value ranging from 0.50 to 0.72 on average is advocated. This alone leads to a risk reduction via pre-empting fires, given successful human response, from a factor of two to nearly four (1/[1 -0.50] = 2 to 1/[1 -0.72] = 3.6). Even if this result is reasonable, it lacks any experimental confirmation.
Elaborating on the non-conservatisms embedded in the HRA is beyond the level of detail appropriate for inclusion here. Specific comments on the various phases were provided to the authors for their consideration. Suffice it to say that my belief on non-conservatism for the HRA stems from apparent overly optimistic assumptions of the response by plant operators to a pre-combustion phase VEWFD alert signal, namely that operators would essentially "drop everything" to flush out the potential fire. Alleged to be based on adherence to representative plant procedures, the reality of the situation is that any response, especially to a pre-combustion alert when no fire is manifest or likely to manifest in the near-term, would be "relaxed," perhaps alerting an auxiliary operator to check on the alert while making his rounds. Nonetheless, given sufficient time between the alert and the fire manifesting itself, it seems reasonable to assume that the potential fire location could reliably be identified. Therefore, even with the over-optimism, it appears unnecessary to perform such detailed HRA for identifying the fire source, hence my claim of "over-modeling." Of course, much of this depends on the "addressability" of the VEWFD system, i.e., its ability to isolate the location of the pre-combustion phenomenon to an individual electrical cabinet. This would vary with the type of VEWFD system and how it is configured. Note that it could be matched even using conventional spot detection if the detectors were placed inside every electrical cabinet, so any advantage from addressability depends highly upon the assumptions for the comparison.
"[This] … argues for abandoning the FAQ 46 approach and its indefensible event tree entirely for a new mind set, devoid of the industry-driven notions based on speculation and wishful thinking designed to justify unjustifiably large credit for VEWFDS to enable Harris and others to reduce risk without proper phenomenological fire modeling. The only defensible way to calculate a fraction of candidate fires for VEWFDS is to run the long-term tests I have continued to advocate from the start, where an initial molecule is emitted and allowed to progress to determine if an actual fire ever ensues and if the VEWFDS (vs. other detector) detects in the non-fire stage and, if so, when. Absent such testing, everything will remain speculative. No expert elicitation should be attempted to try to conjure up a factor so dependent upon chaotic phenomena such as the first molecule and subsequent fire growth. This requires controlled experimentation. FAQ 46 was guilty of over-modeling. We should avoid a similar mistake with [these] … test results and approach the entire concept more holistically, as I (and others originally assigned to the FAQ) attempted through the ANS paper. Without the long-term tests I've advocated, we cannot quantify any ignition-avoidance effect from VEWFDS. The only quantifiable aspect is the bonus in suppression response time as a result of some earlier warning that a fire is about to occur, well beyond the 'first molecule' phase. And, already, tests such as those by Xtralis® have shown this benefit to be quite limited, 5-10 minutes at most, which translate into no more than factors of 2-3 reduction in non-suppression probability for electrical fires." (e/mail "RE: VEWFD system information on fraction of fires exhibiting an incipient phase," Gallucci to multiple recipients, June 6, 2014)
The most egregious non-conservatisms stem from assumptions regarding suppression, in particular the choice of non-suppression probabilities for fires detected by VEWFD systems once the flaming stage has occurred. Primary is the assumption that "enhanced suppression" drives any benefit to be derived from the use of these systems. To model this "enhanced suppression," the report makes several overly optimistic, and therefore non-conservative, assumptions. First, for an in-cabinet VEWFDS installation, the report assumes that non-suppression probability can be characterized by the curve for Main Control Room (MCR) fires, as per NUREG-2169, "Nuclear Power Plant Fire Ignition Frequency and Non-Suppression Probability Estimation," October 2014. This itself is based on the following overly optimistic assumptions. First, as evidenced in the chapters related to HRA, operators are assumed to "drop everything" when a VEWFDS "alert" signal occurs and dispatch responders to the scene immediately. This is based on procedures reported by the Harris plant, which not only had a vested interest in the original FAQ, but also was used as the prime industry consultant during the testing and, having used the FAQ 08-0046 credit to justify, at least in part, its transition to NFPA 805, continues to hold a similar vested interest in the outcome. Given the nature of the fires supposedly detected by VEWFDS, this alert merely indicates that there may be some pre-flaming overheating taking place, not that any actual fire is imminent. To assume operators will "drop everything" is unrealistic and non-conservative, an inappropriate assumption for use in PRA (which strives for realism and, where not achievable, some conservatism). Nonetheless, even after arriving on the scene, the responder is assumed to take no suppression attempt, i.e., the entire value of the early alert is merely to get someone stationed at the location in case a fire actually manifests. Only then would suppression be attempted.
Compounding this non-conservative assumption are two others. First, the suppression activity, if and when it occurs, is assumed to be characterized as if the fire were occurring in the continuously-occupied, multimanned MCR, where the nature of the electrical fires can be quite different (typically much less severe) than encountered in electrical cabinets outside the MCR. This can be significant, since the mean time to suppress a fire in the MCR is only 3.1 minutes, while that for a non-MCR electrical fire is 10.2 minutes, over three times longer. Second, the responder is assumed to remain in place indefinitely, i.e., regardless of if, or when, the fire actually manifests, a responder will be there poised and ready to suppress the fire. To me, this is akin to assuming that operators will abandon the MCR even if it remains habitable due to unreliable indications from a non-MCR fire. While licensee procedures may require this, we learned during our NFPA-805 audits that this would rarely, if ever, occur. Only loss of habitability, to the extent where even a self-contained breathing apparatus would not permit remaining, would drive MCR abandonment. Clearly, if the fire does not manifest until after the responder leaves, any benefit from VEWFDS is no more than that from any other post-flaming fire signal, except perhaps a bit quicker activation.
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NUREG-2180 develops a "new" electrical fire curve that assumes a responder is poised and ready when an electrical cabinet fire starts. For this, the mean time to suppress is 5.2 minutes. This somewhat approximates what one might expect when a continuous fire watch, complete with suppression means at hand, is established. In fact, this is comparable to the pre-NUREG-2169 non-suppression curve for welding fires where a continuous fire watch is established, although not with the current NUREG-2169 version, where the mean time to suppress is now 9.3 minutes. Of course, this still suffers from the overly optimistic assumption that the responder remains in place indefinitely but, if one were to accept this non-conservatism, at least seems a reasonable extension as opposed to using the MCR curve. When actually confronted by such a VEWFDS "early warning" scenario, the Harris plant actually twice terminated the alarm after an hour since no "pre-fire" could be located, with the responder leaving the area. Only after the third alarm, 90 hours later, was the "pre-fire" located. Thus, if the "representative" plant did not even follow the idealized response procedure, what expectation would there be for another to do so? Clearly, it is unrealistic, and non-conservative, to assume the responder will remain at the site indefinitely after a "pre-fire" alarm. The VEWFDS will be reset and the scenario reinitiatied, as demonstrated at Harris itself.
My objections regarding the non-suppression aspect are mainly philosophical and curiously, do not always impact the results. This in itself is troubling in that the benefit of VEWFDS is touted in NUREG-2180 as enabling "enhanced suppression." Therefore one would expect the choice of non-suppression curve to be highly significant to the results. In Chapter 12, four examples are presented, three dealing with in-cabinet VEWFDS, one with area-wide. As a sensitivity study, I compared the results for selected cases when the NUREG-2169 electrical non-suppression curve was substituted for the MCR curve (Cases 1-3) and "new" electrical fire curve (Case 4). The following are my results using the same number of significant digits as reported: 34 Case 1.
ASD CC with conventional -non-suppression probability using MCR fire curve = 0.11; using new electrical fire curve = 0.16; using NUREG-2169 electrical fire curve = 0.31. ION without conventional -non-suppression probability using MCR fire curve = 0.17; using new electrical fire curve = 0.22; using NUREG-2169 electrical fire curve = 0.34. Case 2.
ASD CC with conventional -non-suppression probability using MCR fire curve = 0.11; using new electrical fire curve = 0.16; using NUREG-2169 electrical fire curve = 0.31. ION without conventional -non-suppression probability using MCR fire curve = 0.30; using new electrical fire curve = 0.31; using NUREG-2169 electrical fire curve = 0.34. Case 3.
ASD CC with conventional -non-suppression probability using MCR fire curve = 0.17; using new electrical fire curve = 0.21; using NUREG-2169 electrical fire curve = 0.31. ASD LS1 without conventional -non-suppression probability using MCR fire curve = 0.25; using new electrical fire curve = 0.26; using NUREG-2169 electrical fire curve = 0.31. Case 4.
ASD CC (ceiling) with conventional -non-suppression probability using new electrical fire curve = 0.31; using NUREG-2169 electrical fire curve = 0.31.
The effect of changing non-suppression curves varies. The maximum variation occurs for Cases 1 and 2 (ASD CC), where the non-suppression probability using the inappropriate MCR fire curve rises by about 50% if the better new electrical fire curve is used and by nearly a factor of three if the correct NUREG-2169 electrical fire curve is used. The effects in Cases 1 to 3 of these changes are less pronounced for the ION or ASD LS1 detector. For Case 4 (area-wide), there is effectively no change between non-suppression probabilities using either the new or NUREG-2169 electrical fire curve. Given the substantial difference in the mean times to suppress between these two curves (5.2 vs. 10.2 min), some difference would be expected. Of course, all of these cases crediting the MCR fire or new electrical fire curve are based on the inappropriate, idealized assumption that the responder remains in place indefinitely until the fire manifests (if ever).
Not only is it inappropriate technically to use the MCR fire non-suppression curve in any of these cases, but also it potentially sets an undesired precedent. Sanctioning its use here for non-MCR applications opens the door for misuse by setting a precedent that would be harder to reject in future applications. For the incabinet cases, it clearly is non-conservative and overly-optimistic, inappropriate for use in PRA applications where the goal is realism and the default is to err somewhat conservatively. It is troubling that the choice of suppression curve has essentially no effect for the area-wide cases. If the analytical method is highly dependent on the "enhanced suppression" components, should not significant changes in the results ensue when significant changes in the assumptions are made? This seriously questions the validity of the entire approach in addition to my philosophical objections. I feel I must non-concur with any endorsement of NUREG-2180 based on both these concerns. A substantial amount of good work was performed and probably should be preserved as a series of separate volumes, e.g., the test set-up, results and statistical analysis; literature search results, data assembled and analysis; and qualitative aspect of the HRA (my concerns that the quantitative aspects are too optimistic preclude recommending their preservation). However, as much as FAQ 08-0046 is flawed, to replace it with the methodology presented in NUREG-2180 is not the solution.
Another concern, as highlighted in the paper I and some of the authors of NUREG-2180 presented at the ANS PSA Conference in 2015 (see Taylor, , was that only one of the technologies ("cloud chamber," coincidentally that utilized by the Harris plant) showed, on average, some "bonus" time in detecting a fire during the pre-flaming stage, that being on the order of 10 minutes. With a VESDA ® -type technology being among the others tested, it is curious that only one technology showed any mean benefit, especially in light of the VESDA ® results analyzed by me and the fire protection engineers before we were removed from the original FAQ. One reason for this was difficulty in aligning the calibration for the cloud chamber technology to NFPA 76 standards to enable an equal comparison with the other technologies to be made. While the report offers methods to adjust the cloud chamber results for different calibrations, the base-case reported results still come from the cloud chamber tests with the sensitivity higher than that for the others. These results are nearly always the most optimistic (highest reduction factor) in the Example cases. One would have expected some benefit, on average, for the other VEWFDS technologies, even if not as much as for the cloud chamber. This is also disconcerting regarding the results as it suggests an uneven "playing field" for the comparisons.
This leaves quite a dilemma regarding the usefulness of NUREG-2180. As indicated in the paper cited above, only the cloud chamber VEWFD system exhibited on average a time "bonus" relative to conventional spot detection; neither the sensitive spot nor the laser-scattering VEWFD system did. Therefore, results from NUREG-2180 of a risk reduction factor depend on how much the one VEWFD system showing some benefit was not miscalibrated. This is a very flimsy framework on which to base an endorsement. Nonetheless, there are limited alternatives because, without endorsing something, the egregiously over-generous FAQ 08-0046 remains in effect. Clearly this needs to be rescinded.
In lieu of endorsing NUREG-2180 and all its flaws, I see three options. First would be to return to the original credit for in-cabinet high-sensitivity smoke detection from NUREG/CR-6850 (Appendix P):
Prompt detection should be only credited when a continuous fire watch is assigned to an operation, or a high-sensitivity smoke detection system is installed. If a high-sensitivity smoke detection system is credited, the failure probability of the system should be considered. If in-cabinet smoke detection devices are installed in the electrical cabinet postulated as the ignition source, the analyst should assume that the fire will be detected in its incipient stage. This incipient stage is assumed to have a duration of 5 minutes. In order to account for these 5 minutes, the analysts should add them to the time to target damage (or, equivalently, add them to the time available for suppression).
[my emphasis]
This would result in a risk reduction via the non-suppression probability for electrical fires of exp([0.098/min][5 min]) = 1.6. The second option would be to refer back to the paper produced by the original set of reviewers for FAQ 08-0046, i.e., Gallucci, et al., "Credit for Very Early Warning Fire Detection [VEWFD] in Fire Probabilistic Risk Assessment," Proceedings of Risk Management -for Tomorrow's Challenges, American Nuclear Society, 2011, LaGrange Park, Illinois, pp. 152-166. There a reduction factor spanning the range from three to ten was recommended. The failure of two of the three tested VEWFD technologies in NUREG-2180 to show any time "bonus" on average and the complications associated with the miscalibration of the "cloud chamber" technology argues for the lower end of this range, perhaps no higher than the geometric mean of √(3 x 10) ≈ 5. 35 The third option makes use of some of the results from NUREG-2180, but not the methodological approach. The details of the calculations are included with the Non-Concurrence and not repeated here. The results indicated the following. For conventional ceiling-mounted detection, the total non-suppression probability was 0.41. The corresponding values for in-cabinet VEWFDS based on the ASD CC were 0.070 (low voltage) and 0.12 (other), reductions by factors of 5.8 and 3.4. The corresponding values for area-wide VEWFDS based on the ASD CC were 0.089 (low voltage) and 0.15 (other), reductions by factors of 4.6 and 2.7. Roughly speaking, it appears that the difference between in-cabinet and area-wide VEWFDS for the ASD CC when compared to conventional ceiling-mounted detection is small, with overall reductions in non-suppression probability of approximately five (low voltage) and three (other). This aligns well with the quantitative results from the second option.
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Potential Risk Increase for Proper Crediting of In-Cabinet VEWFDS As shown below, the contribution from electrical cabinet fires to fire risk (measured in terms of core damage frequency) typically ranges from six to 60 percent. Since these VEWFDSs are credited to protect against fires in electrical cabinets, the risk reduction credit applies directly to the risk arising from these fires. If the risk reduction credit is reduced by an order of magnitude, the total fire risk would increase by a factor from 1.27 to 6.40, as shown: 35 This paper, which addressed only VEWFDS installed inside an electrical cabinet, was subsequently updated, but not published, using the Xtralis ® data to estimate the risk reduction credit for "area-wide" VEWFDS installation. The result was that the previous credit for in-cabinet installation would be halved. A copy of this paper is available with the Non-Concurrence. 36 Subsequent to my filing of the Non-Concurrence and DPO, I developed a very simple bounding analysis to help the DPO panel evaluate the maximum possible reduction factor that might arise with VEWFDS -I provided it to them. Assume as a base case either no detection at all or just ceiling mounted something or other, such that NO fires can be caught during the pre-flaming ("incipient") phase. Therefore, any suppression must occur only after the fire is detected and then only after flaming (or significant smoke, whatever). For simplicity, assume the response time after being subtracted from the time available for successful suppression had the fire been detected at time zero (when it started) is T. Therefore, the probability of NON-suppression is just exp(-0.098T), where the 0.098/min term is the inverse of the mean time to suppress an electrical enclosure fire (~10 min).
(1) Now, install the most effectively possible VEWFDS (in-cabinet, per-cabinet addressability, etc.). Assume half of all electrical enclosure fires are such that they are detectable during the pre-flaming phase. With perfect human response and complete pre-emption, half of all electrical enclosure "potential" fires will never occur, leaving only 50% to be detected after the pre-flaming stage, as in the case above. However, now credit the VEWFDS as providing much earlier detection for these remaining fires (remember none of these could be detected during pre-flaming [maybe grew too fast, not the "right" type of fire, whatever]) than the above case, say 10 min, such that the probability of NON-suppression (for the remaining 50% of the fires) is reduced by providing an extra 10 min, i.e., 0. Thus, for totally effective pre-emption of half of all such fires AND quicker detection/suppression (for the remaining half), the maximum reduction factor from VEWFDS is ~5. For the minimum (6%) case: CDF (w/o credit from FAQ 08-0046) = (10)(0.06) + (1 -0.06) = 1.54, i.e., 54% higher than CDF (with credit from FAQ 08-0046)
For the maximum (60%) case: CDF (w/o credit from FAQ 08-0046) = (10)(0.6) + (1 -0.6) = 6.40, i.e., 540% higher than CDF (with credit from FAQ 08-0046)
These can easily be scaled by relaxing the assumption that all the electrical cabinet fire scenarios were reduced by FAQ 08-0046. E.g., if only half in each case:
6% case: CDF = (10)(0.06/2) + (1 -0.06/2) = 1.27 (27% increase) 60% case: CDF = (10)(0.6/2) + (1 -0.6/2) = 3.70 (270% increase)
The effects on the changes in risk, i.e., the risk increases from NFPA-805 transition/implementation relative to the "idealized, compliant" plant, are the same. These are potentially significant increases in both the "delta-" and "total" risks which could have precluded transitions under NFPA 805 without physical or procedural modifications, or more detailed fire risk analysis employing fire phenomenological modeling, conveniently avoidable due to this potentially significant under-estimation. 37 Wherever FAQ 08-0046 was employed, any licensing actions dependent to some extent on the results of a fire PRA remain subject to this potentially gross distortion of the fire risk. _________________________
In December 2010, NEI presented a "Roadmap for Attaining Realism in Fire PRAs" to the ACRS as part of a session reviewing Fire PRA and transitions to NFPA-805. This presentation stirred much controversy among the NRC staff as it used early, in some cases screening-level, results from the first wave of NFPA-805 applicants to emphasize what the industry considered an undue emphasis on electrical cabinet fires (allegedly due to over-conservatisms from NUREG/CR-6850). Counter-points were presented by the staff, emphasizing the preliminary nature of these results and the fact that applicants were choosing NOT to perform more detailed fire phenomenological modeling to attain their desired "realism," but defaulting to screening/scoping values offered in NUREG/CR-6850 as a starting point. Realism was attainable with more detailed fire phenomenological modeling, but industry preferred to propose new methods to adjust risk estimates based on fire events data and yet unreviewed analyses.
The figure below was especially controversial as it emphasized this alleged undue dominance of electrical cabinet fires due to fire PRA over-conservatism. This figure has been used in presentations, including by NRC staff, to emphasize that electrical cabinet fires can be dominant contributors to fire risk. While there is no argument that this is true, use of the figure gives the impression that such fires are nearly always the dominant risk contributors, which is not true. Subsequent review of eight NFPA-805 applications completed or well along in the review process indicated that the contributions from such fires spanned a range, from ~6 to 60% to the total fire core damage frequency. For example, if a plant transitioned with a small risk (CDF) increase ("delta-risk"), say 1E-6/y, but a medium total risk (CDF), say 7E-5/y, both of which were acceptable under RG 1.174 as lying in Region II/III in its Figure 4 , the change under the full 60% case would result in a delta-risk now at 7E-6/y and total risk at 5E-4/y, pushing it into Region I. Similarly, if a plant transitioned with a medium delta-risk, say 4E-6/y, but a small total risk, say 1E-5/y, both of which were acceptable under RG 1.174 as lying in Region II, the change under the full 60% case would result in a delta-risk now at 3E-5/y and total risk now at 7E-5/y, pushing it into Region I.
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These estimates were based on the descriptions of the dominant fire scenarios in Attachment W of the NFPA-805 LARs. These scenarios were reviewed and, based on the descriptions, the contribution to the core damage frequency of all the dominant scenarios from those attributable to fire damage from electrical cabinets was calculated. This fractional contribution to core damage frequency was assumed to be representative for the total.
(There are two sets of data because, for two plants it was unclear whether or not they treated 4.16-6.9 kV fires as HEAFs, so the contributions could vary for those two.) _________________________ Potential Effect from Error in FAQ 08-0046
In the process of developing FAQ 08-0046, an error (whether typographical or technical is unknown) was made when converting the detailed event tree on page 4 to the simplified version on page 8. The simplification was made by assuming that δ = 1, i.e., the technician was always successful in preventing the fire during the incipient stage. This should have effectively eliminated the topmost branch of the detailed event tree, the only one resulting in no fire, leaving the remaining six where there was always fire damage, at least within the cabinet. However, when this branch was discarded, the label for "no fire" was erroneously retained for the new topmost branch, which now actually was one of the three where fire damage occurred only within the cabinet (not to targets outside). Compounding this was the mislabeling of the next branch as one where fire damage was limited within the cabinet instead of fire damage within and beyond the cabinet. The net result was that, when the default values were assigned to the various branch probabilities, one would estimate a probability of no fire damage = 0.979, that for fire damage only to the cabinet as 0.021 and fire damage to the cabinet and beyond as 2.0E-5. In reality, there was always fire damage within the cabinet (probability = 1), with the probability of that damage extending beyond the cabinet as 0.001. Therefore, there would be an under-estimate by a factor of 1/0.021 ≈ 50 that fire damage at least within the cabinet occurred if the simplified event tree was used. Likewise, there would be a similar under-estimate by a factor of 0.001/2.0E-5 ≈ 50 that fire damage occurred both within the cabinet and beyond.
This potential for under-estimate is shown in the event trees below and further demonstrated on the fourth and sixth slides of the attached RES presentation (CDF = 1.77E-5/y without VEWFDS in cabinet vs. CDF = 3.54E-7/y with VEWFDS in cabinet, but incorrectly credited as reducing conditional core damage probability [CCDP] by factor of 50 from 1 to 0.02). Given an additional 5 minutes available for suppression, the non-suppression probability for an electrical fire inside a cabinet would be exp ( These can easily be scaled by relaxing the assumption that all the electrical cabinet fire scenarios were reduced by FAQ 08-0046. E.g., if only half in each case:
6% case: CDF = (30)(0.06/2) + (1 -0.06/2) = 1.87 (87% increase) 60% case: CDF = (30)(0.6/2) + (1 -0.6/2) = 9.70 (870% increase)
The effects on the changes in risk, i.e., the risk increases from NFPA-805 transition/implementation relative to the "idealized, compliant" plant, are the same. These are potentially significant increases in both the "delta-" and "total" risks which could have precluded transitions under NFPA 805 without physical or procedural modifications, or more detailed fire risk analysis employing fire phenomenological modeling, conveniently avoidable due to this potentially significant underestimation.
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For example, if a plant transitioned with a small risk (CDF) increase ("delta-risk"), say 1E-6/y, but a medium total risk (CDF), say 7E-5/y, both of which were acceptable under RG 1.174 as lying in Region II/III in its Figure 4 , the change under the full 60% case would result in a delta-risk now at 2E-5/y and total risk at 1E-3/y, pushing it into Region I. Similarly, if a plant transitioned with a medium delta-risk, say 4E-6/y, but a small total risk, say 1E-5/y, both of which were acceptable under RG
Detailed Event Tree (from page 4 of FAQ 08-0046)
Simplified Event Tree (from page 8 of FAQ 08-0046) 1 .174 as lying in Region II, the change under the full 60% case would result in a delta-risk now at 7E-5/y and total risk now at 2E-4/y, pushing it into Region I.
The top branch below should read "No fire damage to targets outside cabinet." The second branch should read "Fire damage." Therefore, there is ABSOLUTELY NO BRANCH where fire damage to the cabinet does NOT occur, i.e., the probability of fire damage to the cabinet is the same as the fire initiating event. The green branch corresponds to no fire damage (0.979). The three orange branches represent the fire damage being limited only to the cabinet (0.021). The two red branches represent the fire damaging not only the cabinet, but spreading outside to potentially damage other targets (2E-5). 1.00E-03
FAQ Applied Erroneously
FAQ Applied Correctly
1.00E+00
The three orange branches represent the fire damage being limited only to the cabinet (0.999). The three red branches represent the fire damaging not only the cabinet, but spreading outside to potentially damage other targets (0.001).
